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I    選擇題 ( 25%, 每題 1 分) 

 
1.         One contribution of psychoanalytic therapy has been its: 

a.  subjective approach. 
b.  reliance on research for validation. 
c.  detailed and comprehensive description of personality structure and    functioning. 
d.  emphasis on an I/Thou relationship 
 

2.         Which of the following approaches is credited with an emphasis on assessment and 
evaluation? 
a.  behavior therapy  
b.  existential therapy  
c.  psychoanalytic therapy 
d.  reality therapy 
 

3.         A contribution of the Gestalt approach to therapy has been the emphasis on: 
a.  creating a safe atmosphere. 
b.  unconscious factors. 
c.  research. 
d.  direct experiencing and doing. 

 
4.         Which of the following approaches consists of simple and clear concepts that are easily 

grasped in many helping professions? 
 a.  psychoanalytic therapy 
 b.  reality therapy 
 c.  existential therapy 
 d.  Gestalt therapy 
           

5.         One contribution of Adlerian therapy has been an emphasis on: 
      a.  unconscious motivations. 
 b.  empirical validation. 
 c.  precision. 
 d.  social and psychological factors. 
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6.         Which of the following approaches to therapy is noted for using               
 numerous cognitive, emotive, and behavioral techniques? 

  a.  person-centered therapy  
  b.  Gestalt therapy 
  c.  rational emotive behavior therapy 
  d.  psychoanalytic therapy 
   

7.         Triangles in family relationships can best be explained by which factor? 
   a.  reducing anxiety and emotional tension in relationships 
  b.  a method of disengagement 
  c.  a method of becoming enmeshed 
  d.  an attempt to develop intimacy 
 

8.         What is the technique in family therapy that casts a new light on a problem and provides a 
different interpretation for a problematic  situation? 

  a.  reorganization 
  b.  family mapping 
  c.  restructuring  
  d.  reframing 
   

9.         An alternative to traditional diagnosis and assessment that is preferred  by feminist 
therapists is: 

  a.  power analysis. 
  b.  gender role analysis. 
  c.  lifestyle analysis. 
  d.  analysis of transference and resistance. 
 

10.         Which of the feminist principles views the therapists as simply another source of 
information, rather than as the expert in the therapy process? 

  a.  the person is polictical. 
  b.  the counseling relationship is egalitarian. 
  c.  women's experiences are honored. 
  d.  definitions of distress and mental illness are reformulated. 
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11.         The tendency for individuals to relate external events to themselves, even when there is no 

basis for making this connection, is known as : 
  a.  labeling and mislabeling. 
       b.  overgeneralization. 
  c.  arbitrary inferences. 
  d.  personalization. 
 

12.         Cognitive therapy is based on the assumption that: 
  a.  our feelings determine our thoughts. 
  b.  our feelings determine our actions. 
  c.  cognitions are the major determinants of how we feel and act. 

 d.  the best way to change thinking is to reexperience past emotional  
traumas in the here and now. 

   
13.         According to REBT, what is the core of most emotional disturbance? 

  a.  blame  
  b.  resentment 
  c.  rage 
  d.  unfinished business 
   

14.         Most of the assertion-training methods are based on principles of: 
  a.  classical conditioning. 
  b.  operant conditioning. 
  c.  the cognitive-behavioral therapies. 
  d.  a stimulus-response psychology. 
 

15.         If your client wanted to change a behavior, for instance, learning to control smoking, 
drinking, or eating, which behavioral technique would be most appropriate to employ? 

  a.  systematic desensitization 
  b.  self-management 
  c.  assertion training 
  d.  punishment 
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16.         Reality therapy has gained popularity with: 
  a.  school counselors and aadministrators. 
  b.  school teachers, both elementary and secondary. 
  c.  rehabilitation workers. 
  d.  all of the above 
   

17.         According to Gestalt theory, people use avoidance in order to: 
       a.  keep themselves from facing unfinished business. 
  b.  keep from feeling uncomfortable emotions. 
  c.  keep from having to change. 
  d.  all the above 
   

18.         Which of the followings is not true about Gestalt techniques? 
  a.  “Exercises” are ready-made techniques. 
  b.  “Experiments” grow out of the interaction between therapist and client. 

 c.  Clients need to be prepared for their involvement in Gestalt techniques. 
d.  Experiments are always carried out during the therapy session, rather than outside it. 

   
19.         One of the limitations of the person-centered approach for sounseling ethnic-minorities 

clients is: 
 a.  not enough emphasis is given to understanding the world of a client  who is different from 

the counselor. 
 b.  the tendency on these clients, part to expect a more structured         approach. 
 c.  the fact that this approach is grounded on the theapist's expertise. 
 d.  that it is easy to translate the core conditions into actual practice in  certain cultures. 

 
20.         A statement that best illustrates “bad faith” is: 

   a.  Naturally I'm this way, because I grew up in an alcoholic family. 
   b.  I will not consider others in the choices I make. 
   c.  I must live by commitments I make. 
   d.  I am responsible for the choices that I make. 
   

21.         The central theme running through the works of Viktor Frankl is: 
   a.  that freedom is a myth. 
   b.  the will to meaning. 
   c.  self-disclosure as the key to mental health. 
   d.  the notion of self-actualization. 
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22.         Of the following, on which would an Adlerian therapist place special value? 

 a.  interpretation of dreams 
 b.  confronting the ways the client is living dependently since early        childhood  
 c.  modeling of communication and acting in good faith 
 d.  helping the client to work through the transference neurosis 
 

23.         The process of redirecting sexual energy into creative behaviors or some form of socially 
acceptable behavior is known as: 

  a.  displacement. 
  b.  denial. 
  c.  compensation. 
  d.  sublimation. 
   

24.         Clients have a right to be informed about: 
  a.  their theapist's qualifications. 
  b.  the general goals of counseling. 
  c.  the approximate length of the theapeutic process. 
  d.  all of the above 
 

25.         Regarding the role of values in the counseling process, it is most accurate to state that: 
 a.  counseling can best be considered as teaching and persuading clients     to act the 

right way. 
 b.  counselors would do well to maintain an indifferent, neutral and      passive role 

by simply listening to everything the client reports. 
 c.  counselors should avoid challenging the values of their clients. 
 d.  counselors avoid imposing their values, but they are likely to expose    their values to 

clients. 
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II. 配對題( 15%, 每格 1 分) 

 
1.            holding environment                    A. Murray Bowen 
 
2.            basic mistakes B. behavior therapy 
 
3.            Rudolf Dreikurs C. narrative approach 

 
4.            logotherapy   D. Albert Ellis 

 
5.            Van Deurzen-Smith E. William Glasser 

 
6.            Mariam Polster F. WDEP 

 
7.            quality world  G. Meichenbaum 

 
8.            Robert Wubbolding H. Adlerian therapy 

 
9.            EMDR I. Gestalt therapy 

 
10.            differentiation of the self  J. existential therapy 

 
11.            Michael White and David Epston K. psychoanalysis  

 
12.            use of force and vigor L. Sandra Bem 

 
13.            stress management  

 
14.            shame-attacking exercises 

 
15.            gender schema 
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III. 申論題( 60%, 每題 20 分) 

1. 將當代精神分析治療理論與認知行為治療的概念結合是近年來的一種趨勢，

Morgam 及 MacMillan 已發展出一種以客體關係及依附理論建構為基礎，再整

合進認知行為治療技術的三階段整合式諮商模式，請就此三階段敘述之。 

2. 結構家庭治療的創始及發展人是誰？他在此取向中的主要概念為何？而女性

主義對此取向的評論為何？請一一敘述。 

3. 空椅技術源自哪一學派？空椅練習的目標為何？空椅技術如何進行？有哪些

主題適合應用於其中，請一一回答。 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


